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Graphene, a 2D material with tunable optical properties, has recently attracted intense interest for reconfigurable metasurfaces. So far, the working wavelength of graphene-based or hybrid graphene metasurfaces has been limited in the mid-infrared and terahertz spectra. In this paper, by combining graphene with Au nanostructures, the authors demonstrate a near-infrared tunable metasurface with decent modulation efficiency, weak dependence on graphene’s carrier mobility, and small gate voltages, attributing to the unique interband transition of graphene. The experimental results agree well with numerical simulations. It is also shown that by properly designing the structural parameters of Au nanostructures, the hybrid graphene metasurface can be tunable in both near-infrared and mid-infrared regions.

1. Introduction

As the planar version of metamaterials, metasurfaces can control the amplitude, phase, polarization, and angular momentum of light by an array of subwavelength structures. The field of metasurfaces has become one of the most promising frontiers in photonics due to the compact footprint and flexibility in light manipulation. To further advance the practical applications of metamaterials and metasurfaces, it is highly desirable to make them tunable or reconfigurable. People have demonstrated many tuning approaches through electrical, mechanical, optical, thermal, and chemical control over the geometries of the building blocks or intrinsic properties of the constituent materials. Among all these tuning mechanisms, electrical tuning using graphene has the advantages of high tuning speed, high modulation efficiency, broadband tunable electro-optical properties, adaptability with silicon fabrication process as well as compactness showing great potential in numerous applications, including polarization tuning, phase tuning, photodetectors, chemical sensing, tunable lenses etc. On the other hand, graphene metasurfaces have the disadvantages of weak interaction with light due to graphene’s atomically thin thickness, and the requirement of large gate voltage and high carrier mobility. Their working wavelengths are limited in mid-infrared and terahertz spectra. Tremendous efforts have been taken to overcome these problems over the past years. To enhance graphene’s interaction strength with light, hybrid graphene metasurfaces, which incorporate metallic plasmonic structures, are used to increase the local field intensity in graphene, achieving modulation depth of more than 90% in reflection configuration and more than 20% in transmission configuration. The required gate voltage can be greatly reduced by combining a relatively thick amorphous silicon layer and a thin Al₂O₃ layer to replace the typical thick nonconductive dielectric layer, in which the amorphous silicon layer can provide necessary dielectric thickness for optical purpose and work as back-gate electrode at the same time. In addition, by tailoring the structures to reach critical coupling between the radiation and graphene plasmonic modes, we can achieve large modulation depth even with low graphene carrier mobility.

Although these research efforts substantially advance the development of graphene metasurfaces, the working wavelength limit is still a major issue. There are some experimental works in which graphene metasurfaces can be modulated in the near-infrared or short wavelength region of mid-infrared, but they either utilize the extended interaction length provided by a waveguide or fiber or have some limitations including the low tuning range (reflectance change ∆R ≤ 0.05) and the requirement of extremely high applied voltages (as large as 150 V) to mechanically move graphene flakes.

In this paper, we report a tunable hybrid graphene metasurface design that can push the working wavelength into the near-infrared region (<3.0 µm). The device combines metallic plasmonic structures with graphene to enhance the interband transition of graphene, resulting in decent tunability at near-infrared wavelengths. The applied voltage can be quite small due to the “step-like” change of graphene’s conductivity. Moreover, since the interband transition of graphene is less sensitive to its carrier mobility, our device can work well with wet transferred chemical vapor deposition (CVD) graphene which has low carrier mobility. Therefore, the device has robust performance and holds the promise for large-area fabrication. Finally, by using anisotropic plasmonic structures, we demonstrate that our hybrid graphene metasurface can be tunable in either near-infrared or mid-infrared spectra, depending on the polarization...
of input light. Our hybrid graphene metasurface shows the potential for many applications, including near-infrared electro-optic modulators, reconfigurable lenses, and polarization modulators.

2. Results and Discussions

The reason why most of the graphene metasurfaces are not tunable at short wavelengths can be explained by the optical property of graphene. Figure 1a plots the dispersive graphene's conductivity ($\sigma$) calculated by random phase approximation in the local limit (see the Experimental Section) when the Fermi energy ($E_F$) of graphene is 0.1 and 0.5 eV. The boundary between the near-infrared (blue region) and mid-infrared (red region) is 3 µm. The interaction between graphene and light has two contributions: interband transition and intraband transition.[6,45,46] Depending on the relationship between photon energy $\hbar\omega$ and twice the Fermi energy $2|E_F|$ (the positions are marked as vertical black dashed lines in Figure 1a), graphene's optical properties are quite different.[47] When the photon energy is larger than twice the Fermi energy, that is, $\hbar\omega > 2|E_F|$, the interband transition dominates and graphene behaves like a semiconductor material. When $\hbar\omega < 2|E_F|$, intraband transition dominates and graphene behaves like a metallic material. In this case, graphene plasma can be generated, leading to strong light-graphene interaction.[6] As shown in Figure 1a, when $|E_F|$ increases from 0.1 to 0.5 eV, the imaginary part of graphene conductivity ($\sigma_i$) greatly increases. Such a change gives rise to the significant resonance shift of graphene metasurface in the mid-infrared spectrum.[7,48–50] On the other hand, in the near-infrared region, the tuning of graphene's optical property is realized by the change of the real part of graphene conductivity ($\sigma_r$), which is around 60 µS. This change results in the slight amplitude tuning that has been observed at near-infrared wavelengths.[8,51] To make graphene behave as a metal in the near-infrared region, extremely high Fermi energy is required. However, the Fermi energy cannot exceed 0.6 eV in most practical situations.[29,35] Ion gel is able to provide around 1 eV Fermi energy,[49,52] but it has drawbacks like incompatibility with semiconductor fabrication process, unwanted fluctuations in the spectra due to Fabry–Perot resonance inside ion gel,[41] and slow modulation speed arising from the long relaxation time of ions.[53,54]

To improve the modulation efficiency at near-infrared region, we design a hybrid graphene metasurface structure, in which a plasmonic metasurface is combined with monolayer graphene to enhance the interaction between graphene and light. Figure 1b schematically shows the unit cell of our hybrid graphene metasurface. The top metasurface and back reflector are made of Au, and the Al$_2$O$_3$ spacer layer is fabricated by atomic layer deposition (ALD). Monolayer graphene is placed underneath the top Au metasurface. When light is normally incident on the metasurface with the electric field polarized along the
In the x-direction, the light can be concentrated within the narrow gap between the Au meta-atoms, which greatly enhances the field intensity in the gap due to the plasmonic resonance. For the simulation results in this paper, if not otherwise stated, the mobility of graphene is 200 cm² (V s)⁻¹, and the Fermi energy of graphene is 0.25 eV for zero gate voltage (Vg), which are from the experimental characterization of graphene (see Section S1 in the Supporting Information). Figure 1c shows the electric field distribution inside the gap. A rounded corner with 5 nm radius is considered in this simulation. As can be seen, the highest intensity is around the corner of the Au resonators. Therefore, to increase the graphene-light interaction, graphene needs to have a good contact with these corners. For this reason, unlike some graphene metasurfaces that work in the mid-infrared,[18,37] O₂ plasma etching is not allowed between e-beam lithography of metasurface patterns and Au deposition, because this process can leave tiny gaps between the Au resonators and graphene (see Section S2 of the Supporting Information for more details). The simulated reflection spectra of the metasurfaces with and without graphene are plotted in Figure 1d. From this figure, we can see that a given metasurface with and without graphene shows the spectral resonance at very similar wavelength, while the metasurface with graphene has lower reflectance due to the additional absorption from graphene. This feature is different from the counterparts working in the mid-infrared and terahertz regions, where graphene substantially changes the resonant wavelength of the metallic metasurfaces.[35,37]

The simulated tuning performance of the hybrid graphene metasurface is demonstrated in Figure 2. When the gate voltage Vg is applied across the Al₂O₃ spacing layer between graphene and the bottom Au back reflector, the carrier concentration in graphene will be changed accordingly, which leads to the modulation in the reflectance. Figure 2a shows the tuning of the metasurface reflection spectra by the applied voltage (anode applied on the Au back reflector). The change of carrier concentration in graphene Δn can be estimated by a simple capacitor model, that is, Δn = −Cg · Vg/e. Here Cg = 8.06 × 10⁻⁴ F m⁻², which is the capacitance per unit area of the dielectric layer, e is the electron charge, and the sign of Δn accounts for the doping type (that is, positive/negative Δn represents hole/electron doping). For each Vg, the corresponding EF can be calculated by the equation: EF = ℏvF√π|n| = ℏvF√π|n₀ + Δn|, where ℏ is the Planck constant, vF is the Fermi velocity of graphene, and n₀ = 4.6 × 10¹² cm⁻², which is the carrier concentration at zero gate voltage. Figure 2a shows the reflection spectra when Vg is tuned from −15 to 10 V. The corresponding EF is varied from 0.4 to 0 eV. From Figure 2a, we can see that the tuning of graphene’s carrier concentration mostly changes the amplitude of the reflection, with a slight change in the resonant wavelength.
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**Figure 2.** a) Simulated reflection spectra under different gate voltage Vg. b) Reflectance at 2.41 μm (blue curve) and resonant wavelength (red curve) for different Vg. c) Reflectance at 2.41 μm under different Vg and different mobilities. d) Real part (blue curve) and imaginary part (red curve) of graphene conductivity at 2.41 μm as a function of Vg. The insets show the schematic of graphene’s electronic band structure.
wavelength. This is in sharp contrast to graphene metasurfaces that work at mid-infrared or terahertz frequencies,[27,38,55] which exhibit significant shift of the resonant wavelength. Figure 2b presents more details of the tuning process. The reflectance at 2.41 µm has a clear “step-like” change when \( V_{g} \) is tuned from +5 to −5 V, and slowly increases when \( V_{g} \) is below −5 V. At the same time, the resonant wavelength (picked at the minimum in each reflectance spectrum) has a slight increase at the beginning, and then continuously decreases when \( V_{g} \) is tuned from +5 to −15 V. Compared with the amplitude variation, the resonant wavelength change (around 40 nm) is much less pronounced. Figure 2c shows the tuning of reflectance at 2.41 µm when graphene has different carrier mobilities. When the carrier mobility is 200 cm² (V s)⁻¹, the modulation of reflectance is ∆=0.023, which is almost the same as the value ∆R = 0.260 when the mobility is 5 times higher. This feature is notable. For most of the graphene metasurfaces that work in mid-infrared and terahertz spectra, the device performance highly depends on the carrier mobility of graphene, and even mechanical exfoliation is required in certain cases.[25,56,57] Our tunable metasurface, however, is insensitive to the carrier mobility of graphene, which relieves the requirement for graphene with high carrier mobilities.

The resonant frequency shift of graphene metasurfaces can be calculated according to ∆ω0 = σ, |∫Eᵢ|² dS/W₀, where ω₀ is the resonant frequency, W₀ is the stored energy of the resonant mode, and Eᵢ is the electric field component that is parallel to graphene surface.[59] The absorption in graphene is given by A = σ, |∫Eᵢ|² dS/P₀, where P₀ is the incident power per unit area.[53] Therefore, the characteristic of the tuning process can be explained by the dependence of graphene’s conductivity on the gate voltage. As shown in Figure 2d, the tuning process can be divided into three steps: (I) When \( V_{g} > 5 \) V, corresponding to |\( E_{g} | < h\omega/2, \) graphene is semiconducting, and both real part and imaginary part of graphene’s conductivity are almost constants. In this region, the interband transition dominates graphene’s optical response, as can be seen in the inset on the right. (II) When \( V_{g} \) is tuned from 5 to −5 V, we approach the condition |\( E_{g} | = h\omega/2. \) Graphene’s interband transition is gradually suppressed due to Pauli blocking,[5] which prevents absorption in graphene and results in a “step” in the −σ curve versus \( V_{g} \). The −σ curve, on the other hand, shows a first increase and then decrease feature. (III) When \( V_{g} < 5 \) V, corresponding to |\( E_{g} | > h\omega/2, \) the interband transition is blocked, as shown in the inset on the left, and intraband transition starts to take over. Under this condition, σ is almost a constant, while −σ continues to decrease. Since the absorption in graphene is proportional to σ, while the resonant frequency tuning is proportional to σ, Figure 2b,d follows a similar trend. The slow increase of reflection when \( V_{g} < −5 \) V, shown in Figure 2b, can be attributed to the slight blue-shift of the resonant wavelength. Although σ and σ have roughly the same amplitude of variation in Figure 2d, the wavelength tuning Δλ ∝ Δ(1/ω) ∝ −Δω/ω₀² ∝ −σ/ω₀² is inversely proportional to the square of resonant frequency, resulting in a much smaller Δλ at higher frequencies. From the above analysis, we can conclude that the reflection modulation mostly comes from the change in σ, which occurs within a small voltage window where Fermi energy is about half of the photon energy (i.e., |\( E_{g} | = h\omega/2). \) Compared with other graphene metasurfaces that require large gate voltage tuning range ΔV to achieve large tuning in Fermi energy,[27,35,58] our graphene metasurface can greatly reduce the required voltage tuning range and hence benefit practical applications.

In our experiment, the voltage is applied between the electrode on top of the Al₂O₃ layer and the Au back reflector, as illustrated in Figure 3a. The scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of one fabricated metasurface is shown in Figure 3b. The reflectance spectra under different gate voltages are depicted in Figure 3c, which are measured by Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). The clear change in the amplitude reflectance agrees well with our simulation results (Figure 2a). Figure 3d depicts the amplitude change of reflection at 2.42 µm, where the largest modulation depth ΔR/R₁₂₀ is achieved in our experiment. The resonant wavelength tuning is plotted in the same figure, which shows a small change around 25 nm. The “step-like” change in the reflection between −5 and +5 V, and the slight blue-shift of resonant wavelength at more negative voltage, agree well with the simulation result in Figure 2b. Due to the noise in the measurement data, the tiny resonant wavelength change cannot be precisely determined, causing fluctuations in the measured resonant wavelengths as shown in Figure 3d. However, the blueshift of the resonant wavelength can still be confirmed by comparing the measured spectra at +15 and −15 V. The details about resonant wavelength measurement are presented in Section S6 in the Supporting Information. The reflectance changes from 0.582 to 0.483, giving rise to a modulation depth of 17%. Although the key features of our experiment results are in accordance with simulation, the absolute values are quite different. More specifically, comparing the experiment result in Figure 3d with the simulation in Figure 2b, the measured reflectance modulation ΔR (0.10) is roughly half of the simulated ΔR (0.22), and the measured reflectance is much higher than simulation (hence much lower absorption in experiment). This large difference is likely a result of our defective fabrication process, which leaves a relatively thick layer of photore sist residue on top of the graphene surface, keeping graphene away from the hotspots at the corners of the Au meta-atoms. As we have mentioned earlier, the good contact between Au meta-atoms and graphene is critical for the tuning efficiency in our devices. The defects introduced during the fabrication compromise the experiment performance. After taking the photore sist residue layer into account in the simulation, we can get a better quantitative agreement between simulation and experiment. More details are given in Section S3 in the Supporting Information.

Another potential application is multi-wavelength tunable metasurface. Using anisotropic plasmonic structures, we can readily achieve resonant wavelengths in the near-infrared and mid-infrared for two orthogonal polarizations. Based on this idea, we have modified the metasurface geometry to the following: \( p₁ = 380 \) nm, \( p₂ = 1380 \) nm, \( w₁ = 320 \) nm, and \( w₂ = 1320 \) nm. Figure 4a shows the SEM picture of the fabricated metasurface. The measured reflection spectra under different voltages are presented in Figure 4b. The resonant wavelength is around 2.3 µm when electric field is x-polarized, and 6.0 µm when electric field is y-polarized. When the
gate voltage is tuned, the reflection spectra at x-polarization show an amplitude change in the near-infrared spectral range, while reflection spectra at y-polarization show a resonant wavelength shift in the mid-infrared spectral range. This is because graphene’s optical property is dominated by graphene’s interband transition and intraband transition in the near-infrared and mid-infrared regions, respectively. These features agree with the graphene optical characteristics illustrated in Figure 1a. The corresponding reflectance tuning at 2.30 and 5.67 μm are depicted in the experiment result shown in Figure 4c. When the input electric field is x-polarized, the measured reflectance changes from 0.522 to 0.427, giving rise to a modulation depth \( \Delta R/R_{\text{max}} \) of 18.2% at 2.30 μm. When the input electric field is y-polarized, the measured reflectance changes from 0.229 to 0.304, giving rise to a modulation depth \( \Delta R/R_{\text{max}} \) of 24.7% at 5.67 μm. Comparing the experiment result in Figure 4b with the simulation result in Figure 4d, we find good agreement between them. The quantitative difference can also be attributed to the imperfect fabrication. It should be noted that, due to the hysteresis feature of our graphene conductivity modulation (as shown in Figure S1 in the Supporting Information), for the same reflection spectra, the corresponding voltage in the experiment is not equal to the voltage in simulation. Furthermore, in the measured spectra in Figure 4b, there is an additional absorption peak around 2.7 μm for y-polarization, which is not present in Figure 4d. This absorption peak comes from the oblique angle of incidence during the measurement, as discussed in Section S4 in the Supporting Information.

Our graphene modulator has the optimal working wavelength at 2.42 μm. To achieve a shorter working wavelength, we shall decrease the resonant wavelength of the metasurface by changing its geometric parameters. Also, since most of the reflection tuning occurs at the transition wavelength \( h\omega = 2|E_F| \), shorter working wavelength requires larger \( |E_F| \). \( |E_F| \) can be increased by either applying a higher voltage or using chemical doping. It has been reported that by chemical doping, \( |E_F| \) of the as-prepared CVD graphene can be increased from around 0.25 eV to over 0.40 eV\(^\text{[55,58,59]}\) corresponding to a transition wavelength from around 2.5 μm to less than 1.6 μm. If we do not use any chemical doping methods, the minimum achievable working wavelength depends on the maximum voltage that the device can sustain. If the applied voltage \( V_g \) is within the range from –20 to 5 V, the simulation results show that the hybrid graphene metasurface with modified geometry has a reflection change \( \Delta R \) of 0.25 and a modulation depth of 47% at 2 μm. If the applied voltage can reach –50 V, approaching the breakdown limit of Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) layer, then the working wavelength can be further decreased. Simulation results show that the hybrid graphene metasurface with proper geometry can achieve \( \Delta R \) of 0.25 and modulation depth of 50% at 1.5 μm, as presented in Section S5 in the Supporting Information. However, due to the imperfection in fabrication, the quality of our ALD Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) is relatively low, and our device suffers from the leakage current problem when the applied voltage is around –20 V. As a result, we cannot provide sufficient voltage bias for smaller working wavelength. Note that the highest breakdown electric field of ALD Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) is experimentally
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**Figure 3.** a) Schematic of the electrically tunable graphene metasurface. b) SEM image of the fabricated sample. The scale bar is 400 nm. c) Measured reflectance spectra of the metasurface with different gate voltages. The y-axis is in log scale. d) Measured reflectance at 2.42 μm (blue curve) and resonant wavelength (orange dots) under different gate voltages. The dashed line is guide for the eye.
reported to be 5–6 MV cm$^{-1}$ elsewhere,[60] indicating a breakdown voltage of 50–60 V for 100 nm Al$_2$O$_3$ layer. Hence the working wavelength of our device could be further reduced by improving the fabrication process, such as cleaner surface before ALD process and rapid thermal annealing after deposition of Al$_2$O$_3$ layer.[61]

There has also been progress in using Indium Tin Oxide (ITO), a gate-tunable conducting oxide material, to make electronically tunable metasurface at near-infrared wavelengths.[60–62] When a gate voltage is applied, carrier concentration in ITO is redistributed, establishing an ultrathin accumulation layer near the interface between ITO and gate oxide. Under a proper gate voltage, epsilon-near-zero (ENZ) region can be formed in the accumulation layer, with a large electric field enhancement inside the ENZ region. The tunable metasurface based on ITO can achieve almost 2\pi phase tuning with a small amplitude change, making it possible for tunable beamsteering and focusing. However, the optical property of ITO layer highly depends on its growth condition, which must be carefully tuned so that ENZ region can be formed at the desired operating wavelength. Compared with the metasurfaces using ITO, graphene-based metasurfaces have a broader working wavelength range and a larger amplitude tuning range.

### 3. Conclusion

In summary, the working wavelengths of previously demonstrated graphene metasurfaces are largely limited in mid-infrared and terahertz spectra. In this work, utilizing graphene’s interband transition, we have demonstrated a hybrid graphene metasurface that is tunable in the near-infrared region. Compared with the graphene metasurfaces that work at longer wavelengths, our metasurface has the advantages of insensitivity to graphene’s carrier mobility, small voltage tuning range, and ultrathin thickness. The “step-like” modulation in the amplitude and the small resonant wavelength shift can be well explained by the characteristics of graphene’s optical conductivity. The experiment results show a reflectance modulation $\Delta R$ of about 0.10 and a modulation depth $\Delta R/R_{\text{max}}$ of 17% at 2.42 $\mu$m, which are smaller than the simulated $\Delta R$ of 0.22 and $\Delta R/R_{\text{max}}$ of 66%. The quantitative difference between simulation and experiment results is attributed to the defective fabrication process. We have also designed and fabricated a hybrid graphene metasurface that can be tunable in either near-infrared or mid-infrared regions, depending on the polarization of the incident electric field. When light is at 2.30 $\mu$m and x-polarized, the measured $\Delta R$ is 0.095 and $\Delta R/R_{\text{max}}$ is 18.2%. When light is at 5.67 $\mu$m and y-polarized, the measured
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**Figure 4.** a) SEM image of the fabricated dual-wavelength graphene metasurface. The scale bar is 400 nm. b) Measured reflectance spectra of the graphene metasurface under different gate voltages when the input electric field is x-polarized (solid lines) and y-polarized (dashed lines). c) Measured reflectance at 2.30 and 5.67 $\mu$m under different gate voltages. d) Simulated reflectance spectra of the graphene metasurface.
ΔR is 0.075 and ΔR/Δmax is 24.7%. The device performance can be further optimized by increasing the breakdown voltage of dielectric spacing layer,[61] applying double-layer graphene,[63] as well as improving the surface cleanliness of graphene through thermal annealing process.[64] Our hybrid graphene metasurfaces can be potentially applied in optical modulation, reconfigurable lenses, and polarization modulation in the infrared range.

4. Experimental Section

Numerical Simulation: The optical surface conductivity of graphene was calculated by random phase approximation[6,45–46]

\[
\sigma(\omega) = \frac{i 2e^2 k_b T}{\pi \left(\omega + i \tau^*\right)} \ln \left\{ 2 \cosh \left( \frac{E_F}{2k_b T} \right) \right\} - \frac{e^2}{\pi} \left[ \frac{1}{\pi} \arctan \left( \frac{\omega - 2E_F}{2k_b T} \right) - \frac{1}{2\pi} \ln \left( \frac{(\omega + 2E_F)^2}{(\omega - 2E_F)^2 + 4(k_b T)^2} \right) \right]
\]

In this equation, \( k_b \) is the Boltzmann constant, \( T \) is the temperature, and \( \tau^* \) is the damping rate. The first term describes the optical response due to intraband transition, while the second term describes the optical response due to interband transition.

The whole structure was simulated by commercial software COMSOL Multiphysics, in which graphene is modeled using transition boundary condition.

Sample Fabrication: First, the 50-nm-thick Au back reflector pattern (500 μm × 500 μm square shape) was deposited on top of a Si wafer by photolithography and e-beam evaporation and lift-off process. After cleaning the wafer by acetone and isopropanol, a layer of Al2O3 with 100 nm thickness was deposited using ALD process, followed by photolithography, e-beam evaporation and lift-off process to deposit Au electrodes. Next, after transferring the CVD-grown monolayer graphene (ACS Material, SKU: CVCU1022) onto the substrate, photolithography and oxygen plasma etching were used to crop graphene into 500 μm × 500 μm patches, which overlapped with the Au back reflectors. Finally, the 50 nm Au resonators were fabricated by e-beam lithography, followed by the e-beam evaporation and lift-off process.
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